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ABSTRACT

Objective By using health code blockchain, cities can maximise the use of personal information while maximising the protection of personal privacy in the monitoring and evaluation of the effectiveness of listed vaccines.

Design This study constructs an urban COVID-19 listed vaccine effectiveness (VE) monitoring, evaluation and application system based on the health code blockchain. This study uses this system and statistical simulation to analyse three urban application scenarios, namely evaluating the vaccination rate (VR) and determining the optimal vaccination order.

Main outcomes The primary outcomes first establish an urban COVID-19 listed VE monitoring, evaluation and application system by using the health code blockchain, combined with the dynamic monitoring model of VE, the evaluation index system of VE and the monitoring and evaluation system of personal privacy information use, and then three measures are analysed in urban simulation: one is to take the index reflecting urban population mobility as the weight to calculate the comprehensive VR, the second is to calculate the comprehensive basic reproduction number (R) in the presence of asymptomatic persons, the third is to compare the difference between the observed effectiveness and the true effectiveness of listed vaccines under virus variation.

Results Combining this system and simulation, this study finds: (1) The comprehensive VR, which is weighted to reflect urban population mobility, is more accurate than the simple VR which does not take into account urban population mobility. Based on population mobility, the algorithm principle of urban optimal vaccination strategy is given. In the simulation of urban listed vaccination involving six regions, programmes 1 and 5 have the best performance.

(2) In the presence of asymptomatic conditions, the basic reproduction number, namely R0*(1-VR*VE), does not accurately reflect the effect of herd immunity, but the comprehensive basic reproduction number (R) should be used. The R is directly proportional to the proportion of asymptomatic people (aw) and the duration of the incubation period (ip), and inversely proportional to the VR, the VE and the number of days transmitted in the ip (k). In the simulation analysis, when symptomatic R0=3, even with aw=0.2, the R decreases to nearly 1 until the VR reaches 95%. When aw=0.8, even when the entire population is vaccinated, namely VR=1, the R is 1.668, and still significantly greater than 1. If the R is to be reduced to 1, the VE needs to be increased to 0.87.

(3) This system can more comprehensively and accurately grasp the impact of the variant virus on urban VE. The traditional epidemiological investigation can lose the contacts of infected persons, which leads to the deviation between the observed effectiveness and the true effectiveness. Virus variation aggravates the loss, and then increases the deviation. Simulation case 1 assumes the unvaccinated rate of 0.8, the ongoing VR of 0.1, and an average infection rate of 2% for the variant virus. If a vaccine is more than 90% effective against the current virus, but only 80% effective against the mutant virus, and because 80% of the unvaccinated people who are not infected are not observed, the observed effectiveness of the vaccine is 91.76%, it will lead to the wrong judgement that the VE against the variant virus is not decreased. Simulation case 2 assumes the unvaccinated rate of 0.8, the ongoing VR of 0.1, the completed VR of 0.1 and an average infection rate of 5% for the variant virus. Simulation finds that the higher the proportion of unvaccinated infected people who are not observed, the lower the estimate of observed effectiveness; and the lower the true effectiveness, the larger the gap between observed effectiveness and true.

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY

⇒ This study combines health code, blockchain and statistical methods to propose a new epidemiological investigation system.

⇒ Cities use the system to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of listed vaccines.

⇒ The system does not consider the control of people and objects from outside the city that may carry the virus.

⇒ People in different stages of development and different cultural backgrounds have different sensitivity, scope and intensity of privacy protection, which is not discussed in the system.

⇒ The system does not take into account factors such as city size, blockchain shortcomings in security, latency, throughput, scalability, interactivity, etc.
effectiveness. Simulation case 3 assumes the unvaccinated rate of 0.2, the ongoing VR of 0.2, the completed VR of 0.6 and an average infection rate of 2% for the variant virus. Simulation finds that the higher the proportion of unobserved completed vaccination patients who are not infected, the lower the estimate of observed effectiveness; and the lower the true effectiveness, the larger the gap between observed effectiveness and true effectiveness. Simulation case 4 assumes the unvaccinated rate of 0.2, the ongoing VR of 0.2, the completed VR of 0.6 and an average infection rate of 5% for the variant virus. If a vaccine is more than 90% effectiveness against the premutant virus, but only 80% effectiveness against the mutant virus, and because 80% of the infected people with complete vaccination are not observed, the observed effectiveness of the vaccine is 91.95%, similar to case 1, it will lead to the wrong judgement that the VE against the variant virus is not decreased.

**Conclusion** Compared with traditional epidemiological investigation, this system can meet the challenges of accelerating virus variation and a large number of asymptomatic people, dynamically monitor and accurately evaluate the effectiveness of listed vaccines and maximise personal privacy without locking down the relevant area or city. This system established in this study could serve as a universal template for monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of COVID-19 listed vaccines in cities around the world. If this system can be promoted globally, it will promote countries to strengthen unity and cooperation and enhance the global ability to respond to COVID-19.

---

**INTRODUCTION**

The COVID-19 outbreak continues to be a global pandemic. Vaccination, as the most advantageous weapon in curbing COVID-19,1 plays an increasingly important role in fighting COVID-19.2 Simulation studies show that high vaccination rates (VR) can effectively inhibit the spread of the virus.3 The rising VRs in countries around the world effectively curf the spread of the epidemic and reduce the symptoms and mortality of infected people. The effectiveness of listed vaccines has always been the focus of public attention. Traditional vaccine development takes about 10–12 years from preclinical development to approval, production and vaccination. More than 250 COVID-19 vaccines are currently being developed,3 and over 90 vaccines are developed in the middle and late clinical research stages. At present, there are three kinds and five brands of COVID-19 vaccines approved for listing with conditions in China: inactivated vaccines (produced by Beijing Institute of Biological Products and Wuhan Institute of Biological Products under China Biotechnology of China Pharmaceutical Group, and Sinovac Biotech), adenovirus vector vaccine (produced by CanSino Biologics) and recombinant COVID-19 vaccine (produced by Zhi Fei Long Ke Ma Biopharmaceutical).6 7 Most of the approved COVID-19 vaccines are in emergency use or listed with conditions, and the data on the effectiveness of the vaccines are mainly derived from clinical trial results.8–23 However, due to the limited number of clinical trial observation samples and the short trial period, these conclusions also lack a large enough sample and a long enough observation period for scientific demonstration. There is no sufficient evidence that any vaccine prevents 100% of COVID-19.24 25 The effectiveness results of vaccines in clinical trials are commonality data, and clinical trials of vaccines and vaccine marketing are usually at different stages of epidemic development, most clinical trials are in the early stage and outbreak stage and most marketing is in the late stage of the outbreak. People need to know more about the reality (non-clinical trials) for their own (individual characteristics), as well as the varieties and combinations of vaccines suitable for them.26 27

Epidemiological investigation is the main method to monitor the effectiveness of listed vaccines (hereinafter referred to as vaccines) in the world (including in cities) at present.28–31 The traditional epidemiological investigation adopts the method of ex post facto tracing. The rapid variability of COVID-19 and the large presence of asymptomatic people pose great challenges to the traditional epidemiological investigation of passive monitoring.

At present, with the rapid spread of COVID-19, the variation is also accelerating. Britain, South Africa, Brazil, India, Peru and other countries appeared in the variant strain of the virus transmission speed, infection intensity, and harm is greater than in the early stages of COVID-19. Take Guangzhou in May 2021 as an example, the Delta variant strain imported from abroad infected 47 cases in five generations in only 10 days.32 33 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention found the Delta variant strain R0 up to 8–9.34 Although the vaccines now used are still valid for these variant strains,35–39 the vaccines’ effectiveness is weakening.40–45 For example, the proportion of completed Delta deaths in the UK increased from 29% on 13 June 2021 to 42.7% on 25 June.46 Another example, the data released by the Israeli Ministry of Health on 5 July 2021 showed that the effectiveness of Pfizer vaccine decreased by about 30%–64% in the prevention of symptomatic COVID-19 cases,47 and the data of 22 July showed an efficiency reduction to 39%.48 There are also studies showing that COVID-19 variant strains pose severe challenges to current vaccines.49 50 WHO experts and British scientists do not rule out the failure of some or even all of the existing vaccines.51 52 It is more urgent that people need to know the vaccine effectiveness (VE) against the variant virus and the way of additional vaccination.53–62 Moreover, the enhancement of the variant virus transmission force is also changing the way of transmission. The incubation period is significantly shortened and the start time of transmission is earlier. In the past, it was mainly transmitted through close contact, but now it can be transmitted in the same space.63 64 The concept of close contact personnel has changed significantly, and its number and scope are much larger than the original definition. This poses a great challenge to the traditional epidemiological investigation.

Because the traditional epidemiological investigation cannot be fully traced, it has been difficult to find patient zero and asymptomatic infections in COVID-19 prevention and control. If patient zero happens to be asymptomatic, it is more difficult and sometimes impossible to find the zero patient through the traditional epidemiological investigation. If patient zero and asymptomatic
carriers are not found or the number of asymptomatic carriers is not accurate enough. This will bring loopholes in COVID-19 prevention and control, and also affect the accurate assessment of the VE and herd immunity. In the accelerated variation of COVID-19, infected persons are more initially asymptomatic. The vaccines reduce the symptoms of those infected, making asymptomatic people more common. This situation is particularly prominent in the outbreak of Omicron strain. All these bring new challenges to the traditional epidemiological investigation.

Health code is the first digital epidemic prevention measure launched in Hangzhou in China in the form of international QR code as the carrier, and quickly launched in more than 100 cities across the country, becoming an important tool for epidemic prevention all over China. At the end of February 2020, China’s National Government Service Platform launched the ‘Epidemic Prevention and Health Information Code’ to promote the exchange and mutual recognition of the national ‘health code’. After the health code, China set up a travel code, and the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology organised the China Institute of Information and Communications and three basic telecommunications companies to launch ‘communication big data travel card’ to collect personal location track information. The card mainly collects the cities that people have visited in 14 days. At present, the health code platform has combined the health code and the travel code, and has absorbed the health, industry and information technology, transportation, customs, immigration management, civil aviation, railway and other information. In China, city health code (platform) belongs to a centralised information management mode, to master a large number of personal privacy information. After China, South Korea, France and other countries have also launched personal information codes similar to the China health code. Some countries, such as the USA, use Bluetooth contact tracking tools to establish decentralised health code based on protecting personal privacy, but the effect is not ideal.

At present, in some epidemic outbreak cities, in order to help epidemiological investigations meet these challenges and to effectively curb the epidemic, some have taken the very strict practice of locking down the whole epidemic-related area or even the whole city. Health code (platform) has been used to assist in epidemiological investigations in some Chinese cities, and multiple rounds of nucleic acid testing and screening are carried out for all. The epidemiological investigation based on health code adopts the way of pretracking, which can be regarded as a new type of epidemiological investigation. In terms of practical effects, it can immediately block the spread of the epidemic in low-mobility areas, conduct comprehensive screening of the infected and asymptomatic persons, and provide a comprehensive and accurate understanding of VE in the early stages of the outbreak, and make finding patient zero much easier. At the same time, due to the use of a large number of personal privacy information collected by the health code in this process, coupled with the opacity of the use of methods and content, some people worry that personal privacy protection is not getting due attention. The lockdown has severely cracked down on economic development. How can health code be used to accurately monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of listed vaccines while maximising the protection of personal privacy, without locking down the relevant area or city?

As one of the most disruptive innovations in the new generation of information technology revolution, blockchain has many excellent characteristics, such as decentralised and networked digital trust, network-wide consensus and value incentive maintenance, fairness and transparency, anonymity and tamper proof, traceability and smart contract, rights protection and inclusiveness. However, it is also facing legal, security, privacy, latency, throughput, scalability, interactivity, resource utilisation and many other issues and challenges. Blockchain has been widely used in digital finance, Internet of Things (IOT), intelligent manufacturing, supply chain management, government services, health and other fields since its launch in 2008. Some research focuses on its application of vaccine supply traceability. After the outbreak of COVID-19, blockchain has played an important role in charitable donation, material transfer, community epidemic prevention, vaccine supply traceability and other aspects.

At present, COVID-19 is still spreading around the world, the virus mutation is accelerating and the development of the epidemic is more uncertain. Countries like China with better epidemic control are facing huge pressure from the imported cases. At the same time, some countries with severe epidemics have improved significantly with the widespread use of vaccines, and their opening up has gradually resumed. They also face input pressure from the epidemic, especially from mutant strains and asymptomatic persons. Therefore, it is urgent to build a unified epidemic tracking and traceability information platform. To sum up the respective health code practices in China, Europe and the USA, in order to establish a widely accepted and unified model, humans must find an effective way to maximising the use of personal information and maximising the protection of personal privacy. A feasible practice is to combine health code and blockchain, and make use of the anonymity, traceability, tamper proof, smart contract and many other technical characteristics of blockchain, to combine centralised management and decentralised technology and to build a unified and effective global system for monitoring, evaluation, prevention and control of COVID-19.

This study is to apply this idea to the urban monitoring and evaluation of the effectiveness of COVID-19 listed vaccines. Based on the health code blockchain platform, this study believes that a normalised all-around real-time system can be considered to actively monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of listed vaccines. This system combines centralised management with decentralised technology.
to implement the principles of ‘privacy information available but invisible’, ‘tolerating the lack of information’, and incorporate individual vaccination information into the health code blockchain, and use blockchain technology to track, trace and monitor individual vaccination, health status (including vaccination response, vaccine effect), action trajectory, protection status, etc.

The use of the individual privacy information is based on the emergency degree of the antiepidemic state in the system. The antiepidemic state is usually divided into emergency, more emergency and non-emergency. The use of private (sensitive) information in personal records should be in three ways: non-anonymous (non-desensitised), semi-anonymous (semi-desensitised) and anonymous (desensitised). Three urban application scenarios of the monitoring, evaluation and application system are discussed later: evaluate the VR and determine the optimal vaccination strategy; evaluate herd immunity; and monitor the VE on variant virus. From the perspective of antiepidemic situation, the former scene corresponds to a non-emergency state, taking anonymous (desensitisation) for the use of privacy (sensitive) information in personal records; the latter two are emergency states, and taking not anonymous (not desensitisation) for the use of privacy (sensitive) information in personal records. In either state, even in an emergency, departments that use personal privacy information cannot access personal privacy information directly. This shows that the maximum protection of personal privacy in the fight against the epidemic is not absolute and unconditional, but relative and conditional.

The system can fully track the path of the virus transmission, and dynamically monitor and accurately evaluate the effectiveness of the vaccination and the fight against the variant virus, and trace the virus to find zero and asymptomatic patients. It is an active monitoring mode that integrates vaccine technology and digital technology to cover the whole people in the city, which can carry out all aspects, all processes and all-time and space monitoring and evaluation of the VE, and protect personal privacy to the maximum extent. This precise system does not need to lock down the relevant area or city, but only seals off the relevant elementary units according to needs by tracing the action trajectory and protection status of infected persons and their contacts.

METHODS
The urban COVID-19 VE monitoring, evaluation and application system established in this study includes four parts: the health code blockchain platform, the listed VE dynamic monitoring model, the VE evaluation index system and the monitoring and evaluation system of personal privacy information use.
information. In order to track and monitor the effectiveness of the vaccines, it is also necessary to increase the relevant information reflecting the owner’s vaccination, including vaccine name, vaccination situation, adverse reactions, vaccination effect, etc.

**Track the action trajectory of the health code holder**

The action trajectory of the urban health code holder (hereinafter referred to as the holder) is usually determined by his or her occupation, life habits and social relations. The action trajectory is of strong regularity, that is, in addition to going out, vacation, medical treatment, visiting relatives, parties and other special circumstances, in most normal situations such as work and shopping, the action trajectory basically maintains a fixed mode in time and space. Even in some special cases, such as medical treatment and visiting relatives, there are certain action rules to follow. Therefore, the rules and basic patterns of the holder’s action trajectory can be mined through the use of artificial intelligence and other methods with the help of big data analysis of the action historical trajectory of the holder. A basic feature of the system is the tolerance of holder information shortage: there may be a large lack of holder action trajectory information in practical operation. We can virtually fill the missing information of the holder action trajectory by mining the trajectory rules and basic patterns. Of course, the virtual filling is done through smart contracts. For the protection of the holder’s privacy information, the virtual patching also follows the principle of ‘available but invisible’. This mining analysis can also predict the future trajectory of the holder’s action, and contribute to the relevant simulation research. To sum up, it greatly reduces the overall cost of tracking and improves tracking efficiency and accuracy.

**Design of health code blockchain platform architecture**

For a city, it can be constructed as an alliance chain based on role (node) hierarchical decentralisation (table 2). The basic features of this architecture are as follows.

First, build a complete vaccination-related information management system with relative division of labour and mutual restriction through the hierarchical decentralisation of roles. The municipal government has the right to build and manage the systems, and the district-level government and relevant departments have the right to establish vaccination information and the right to use it according to the status of the epidemic, and shall accept the supervision of the holders and the specialised supervisory organisation. The holder has various rights of personal information management and has the right to know, supervise and inquire about various users of personal information.

Second, build two types of blockchains to fully trace the vaccination-related information. One is the blockchain (hereinafter referred to as the record blockchain) that tracks the holder vaccination and records the complete information of individual vaccination, health and action trajectory through privacy information desensitisation (such as using dynamic anonymous identifiers for personal identity and action trajectory). In practice, a unified recording blockchain can be established, or multiple recording blockchains can be established according to different categories such as vaccination, health and action trajectory. You can even consider linking only the hash value of the recorded information. The complete information is stored on the personal phone by encryption, and the complete information is desensitised through privacy information and is stored on different public clouds hosted by corresponding government departments as backup according to different parts such as vaccination, health and action trajectory. Even if the information on the personal mobile phone is lost, the complete recorded information can be restored to the personal mobile phone by using the personal privacy information and its dynamic anonymous identifier comparison library established by the municipal government and combined with the above public cloud.

One is the blockchain that tracks the use of personal record information (hereinafter referred to as the use blockchain). Urban district-level governments and health departments use the vaccine monitoring data (including personal record information) with the prepared smart contracts according to the emergency situation and their antiepidemic responsibilities, and write their usage into the blockchain. However, the district-level governments and health departments cannot directly access personal privacy information, so as to truly make personal privacy information available and invisible in this process. When using personal record information, especially privacy (sensitive) information, district governments and health departments should write the usage details into the blockchain through desensitisation, and timely feedback to the

### Table 1  Health code colour definition in the health code blockchain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health code colour</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Without any infection, can go out normally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Abnormal health or confirmed patients nearby, need to be isolated and observed at home or go out after passing the nucleic acid test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Having contact with confirmed patients (or cured after diagnosis) requires centralised isolation and observation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Confirmed patients, need to have centralised isolation treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No borders</td>
<td>No vaccination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid borders</td>
<td>Vaccinated or require additional vaccination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid borders</td>
<td>Complete vaccination or complete additional vaccination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main institutions (node)</td>
<td>The role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Municipal government    | System design, construction and maintenance | ► Establish standard specifications for system operation and use.  
► Lead the implementation of system networking and management networks.  
► Establish various institutions and the corresponding subrole classification authority directory, and implement and supervise them, and punish illegal institutions.  
► Develop personal privacy (sensitive) information encryption methods and personal identity dynamic anonymous identifier and use key database, spatial location dynamic anonymous identifier and use key database. Provide different dynamic anonymous identifier and use key databases about personal identity and spatial location for different units. | ► Build and manage all kinds of dynamic anonymous identifier and use key database, backup public cloud systems, record blockchain and use blockchain systems, but cannot directly call (query) to the record blockchain and the use blockchain. |
| District-level government | System operation and use | ► According to the role authorisation, use the personal identity dynamic anonymous identifier database and the spatial location dynamic anonymous identifier database provided by the municipal government, compare the personal record information by storing your personal mobile phone (health code) with the backup cloud and write to the blockchain through the personal identity information desensitisation.  
► Monitor and manage the antiepidemic situation in the region according to the role authorisation.  
► Use smart contracts to release information and requirements such as the epidemic and personal vaccination to the holder, and dynamically adjust the holder’s personal health code.  
► According to the role authorisation, in cooperation with health departments, use smart contracts to use record blockchain to carry out vaccine effectiveness monitoring and relevant scene application.  
► Write the usage of the holder’s personal records into the record blockchain. | ► Establish two types of blocks (the record blockchain and the use blockchain).  
► Use various personal data in the record blockchain based on two types of use key databases according to the antiepidemic emergency.  
► Cannot directly access personal privacy information. |
| Health departments, medical (scientific research) institutions, etc | System operation and use | ► Monitor the holder’s health, vaccination status according to the role authorisation and combined with the health code, and feed it back to the holder’s personal mobile phone (health code).  
► Use personal identity dynamic anonymous identifier database provided by the municipal government to upload personal identifiable information after desensitisation of health and vaccination information to a separate public cloud for backup.  
► According to the role authorisation, with the cooperation of district-level governments, carry out epidemic prevention and control, and use the smart contract and the record blockchain to carry out the vaccine effectiveness monitoring and the application of relevant scenarios.  
► Write the usage of the holder’s personal records into the record blockchain. | ► Provide desensitisation personal health and vaccination record information.  
► Use various personal data in the record blockchain based on two types of use key databases according to the antiepidemic emergency.  
► Cannot directly access personal privacy information. |
| Transportation departments (communication departments, social institutions), etc | System operation | ► Use health code and other methods to collect the action trajectory (protection status) of the holder based on the role authorisation, and feedback to the public’s personal mobile phone (health code).  
► Use the personal identity dynamic anonymous identifier and spatial location dynamic anonymous identifier database provided by the municipal government to upload the action trajectory and protection status of the holder’s personal identity information and spatial location information after desensitisation to a separate public cloud for backup, and shall not retain the record information. | ► Provide record information on personal action trajectory after desensitisation. |

Continued
holder himself, and accept the supervision of the holder himself and the specialised supervisory organisation.

Third, use smart contracts to carry out holder information management, use and scene application to ensure that the use of holder information is implemented in accordance with the predetermined way and content norms. The advantage of a smart contract is that its execution is transparent to all affiliates, cannot be modified privately and can be executed automatically. This advantage of smart contracts makes both the implementation is transparent and preaware of the communication management, use and scene application to the holder himself and the specialised supervisory organisation.

**VE dynamic monitoring model**

The urban VE dynamic monitoring model is conducted by using the health code blockchain to track and monitor the holder’s health and vaccination status, action trajectory and protection status. The basic principle is shown in figure 1. In the process of virus traceability, centralised quarantine or home quarantine, in order to quickly find the infected person, multiple rounds of nucleic acid testing and screening can be carried out for all the people involved. Of course, the model can be used to monitor the safety of the listed vaccines.

**VE evaluation index system and monitoring**

**Main evaluation indicators**

**Simple effectiveness and comprehensive effectiveness**

In order to accurately grasp the effectiveness of the vaccines, urban vaccinators are divided into two categories: complete vaccination and in vaccination. Each category is quantified by the maximum severity of the symptoms present. Symptoms (sy) are defined as level 5: 0—uninfection, 1—infection asymptomatic, 2—infection mild, 3—infection severe, 4—death. \( sy_{nc}, sy_{mc}, sy_{fc} \) is used to indicate the symptoms of unvaccinated, during and completed vaccination. This information can be gathered using the record blockchain in the system. The number of these three categories in the city is assumed to be respectively \( N_{nc}, N_{mc}, N_{fc} \). \( N_{nc} + N_{mc} + N_{fc} = N \) indicates the symptoms of the inoculated. Its number is represented by \( N \). That is, \( N_{nc} + N_{mc} + N_{fc} = N \).

VE is divided into simple effectiveness (SVE) and comprehensive effectiveness (CVE) (also known as the symptom relief rate). SVE can be further divided into finish vaccination simple effectiveness (FSVE) and comprehensive simple effectiveness (CSVE). CVE can be further divided into finish vaccination comprehensive effectiveness (FCVE) and comprehensive and comprehensive effectiveness (CCVE).

\[
SVE = 1 - \frac{N \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{sign}(sy_{nc})}{N \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{sign}(sy_{i})} \\
CSVE = 1 - \frac{N \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{sign}(sy_{mc})}{N \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{sign}(sy_{i})} \\
FCVE = 1 - \frac{N \sum_{i=1}^{N} sy_{fc}}{N \sum_{i=1}^{N} sy_{i}} \\
CCVE = 1 - \frac{N \sum_{i=1}^{N} sy_{fc}}{N \sum_{i=1}^{N} sy_{i}}
\]

---

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main institutions (node)</th>
<th>The role</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Main rights for personal data, blockchain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet (blockchain, big data) companies</td>
<td>System technical support and maintenance</td>
<td>▶ Provide and update various technical support required by the system to maintain its normal operation. ▶ Provide training for system users (holders).</td>
<td>Access personal data in various public clouds. Access the individual-related data in the record blockchain and the use blockchain. Can question the correction of the personal data in the public cloud and in the record blockchain, and request an amendment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person</td>
<td>System use and supervision</td>
<td>▶ Monitor own health status and action trajectory (protection status) using health code. ▶ Use mobile phone (health code) to receive personal health and action trajectory information collected by relevant departments and institutions, and to manage all kinds of encrypted personal information. ▶ Use smart contracts to know the epidemic dynamics and take corresponding epidemic prevention measures. ▶ Use smart contracts to master the use of personal record information, especially privacy (sensitive) information, and report relevant problems to the special supervisory organisation.</td>
<td>Supervise and question the illegal use of personal data, the record blockchain and the use blockchain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialised supervisory organisation</td>
<td>System supervision</td>
<td>▶ Supervise the whole system according to the role authorisation to ensure the safe operation of the system. ▶ Supervise the illegal authorisation of all institutions. ▶ Accept the holder’s request to investigate the illegal use of personal information and report the findings to the municipal government.</td>
<td>Supervise and question the illegal use of personal data, the record blockchain and the use blockchain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Group effectiveness and overall effectiveness

In case of epidemic prevention, group division can be divided into two perspectives: one from the perspective of ordinary signs or commonality signs, including age, gender, race, occupation, party, name of vaccination and other signs, and the other one from the perspective of special signs or personality signs, including pregnant women, special diseases, prisoners, nursing homes and other signs. Compound signs can also be used.

For the different groups of people in the city, define the group effectiveness (GVE), calculated separately:

Group FSVE

\[
FSGVE_j = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_f} \text{sign}(\alpha_{ij})}{\sum_{i=1}^{N_f} \text{sign}(\alpha_{ij})}
\]  

(5)

N_f indicates the number of group j populations who have completed the vaccination, j=1,2, ..., M, same as below.

Group CSVE

\[
CSGVE_j = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_c} \text{sign}(\alpha_{ij})}{\sum_{i=1}^{N_c} \text{sign}(\alpha_{ij})}
\]  

(6)

N_c indicates the number of group j populations who are vaccinated, j=1,2, ..., M, same as below.
Group FCVE

\[ FCGVE_j = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} w_{ij}^{f} \delta_{ij}}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} w_{ij}^{f}} \]  

(7)

Group CCVE

\[ CCGVE_j = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} w_{ij}^{c} \delta_{ij}}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} w_{ij}^{c}} \]  

(8)

Summarise the GVE to obtain various indicators of the overall effectiveness (OVE).

Overall FSVE

\[ FSVE = \sum_{j=1}^{M} w_{j}^{f} FSGVE_{j} \]  

(9)

\( w_{j}^{f} \) represents the proportion of group \( j \) in complete vaccination, \( w_{j}^{f} = \frac{N_{j}}{N_{T}} \).

Overall CSVE

\[ CSVE = \sum_{j=1}^{M} w_{j}^{c} CSGVE_{j} \]  

(10)

\( w_{j}^{c} \) represents the proportion of category \( j \) in complete vaccination, \( w_{j}^{c} = \frac{N_{j}}{N_{T}} \).

Overall FCVE

\[ FCOVE = \sum_{j=1}^{M} w_{j}^{f} FCGVE_{j} \]  

(11)

Overall CCVE

\[ CCOVE = \sum_{j=1}^{M} w_{j}^{c} CCGVE_{j} \]  

(12)

Based on the effectiveness of the infectious spatial contact matrix

In Wang and Zhao’s study, the health code blockchain was used to establish a spatial contact matrix \( W \) reflecting the spatial action trajectory connection between people, and then a spatial contact matrix \( WH \) that considers the protection status is introduced. It can even be extended to a connection matrix between different groups. Here, in order to spatially measure VE, the urban infectious spatial contact matrix of COVID-19 is introduced. The elements in the matrix are specifically divided into two forms: one reflects whether it is infected as \( W_{Ij} (ii) \); and the other one reflects the greatest severity of the infected person as \( W_{Sj} (ij) \).

For \( W_{Ij} (ii) \):

\( W_{Ij} (ii) = 1 \) indicates that \( i \) is contagious, \( W_{Ij} (ii) = 0 \) indicates that \( i \) is not contagious.

\[ W_{Ij} (ii) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } i \text{ passes the virus to } j \\ 0 & \text{if } i \text{ does not pass the virus to } j \end{cases} \]

For \( W_{Sj} (ij) \):

\( W_{Sj} (ij) = 1 \) indicates that \( i \) is not contagious, \( W_{Sj} (ij) = 2, 3, 4 \), respectively, represents the four forms of the most severe symptoms that \( i \) is infected with.

\[ W_{Sj} (ij) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } i \text{ does not pass the virus to } j \\ 1, 2, 3, 4 & \text{most severe symptoms of } i \text{ infected by } j \end{cases} \]

It is defined that:

The unvaccinated vector \( NV_{1 \times N} \), where each element in the vector is unvaccinated and vaccinated by \( 1 \) and \( 0 \), respectively, indicates whether the \( N \) objects are vaccinated. The vaccination vector \( MV_{1 \times N} \), where each element in the vector is represented by \( 1 \) and \( 0 \), respectively, for vaccination and other conditions, indicates whether the \( N \) objects are under vaccination. The completed vaccination vector \( EV_{1 \times N} \), where each element in the vector is represented by \( 1 \) and \( 0 \), respectively, to complete vaccination and other conditions, indicates whether the \( N \) objects have completed the vaccination. The vaccinated vector \( VN_{1 \times N} \), where each element in the vector is vaccinated and unvaccinated by \( 1 \) and \( 0 \), respectively, indicates whether the \( N \) objects are vaccinated. \( E = (1, 1, \ldots, 1)_{N} \), then \( VN_{1 \times N} = E - NV_{1 \times N} \).

Calculation:

Number of unvaccinated persons\(= NV_{1 \times N}^{E} \)

Number of vaccination persons\(= MV_{1 \times N}^{E} \)

Number of completed vaccination persons\(= EV_{1 \times N}^{E} \)

Number of vaccinated persons\(= VN_{1 \times N}^{E} \)

Number of unvaccinated infections\(= NV_{1 \times N}^{E} W_{I1 \times N}^{E} \)

Number of infections during the vaccination\(= MV_{1 \times N}^{E} W_{I1 \times N}^{E} \)

Number of infected persons who completed vaccination\(= EV_{1 \times N}^{E} W_{I1 \times N}^{E} \)

Number of infected people who have been vaccinated\(= VN_{1 \times N}^{E} W_{I1 \times N}^{E} \)

From the perspective of infectious spatial contact matrix, calculate the SVE respectively:

\[ FSVE = 1 - \frac{\{w_{1 \times M}E\} \{w_{1 \times M}E\}}{\{w_{1 \times M}E\} \{w_{1 \times M}E\}} \]  

(13)

\[ CSVE = 1 - \frac{\{w_{1 \times M}E\} \{w_{1 \times M}E\}}{\{w_{1 \times M}E\} \{w_{1 \times M}E\}} \]  

(14)

Similarly, calculate the CVE respectively:

\[ FCOVE = 1 - \frac{\{w_{1 \times M}E\} \{w_{1 \times M}E\}}{\{w_{1 \times M}E\} \{w_{1 \times M}E\}} \]  

(15)

\[ CCOVE = 1 - \frac{\{w_{1 \times M}E\} \{w_{1 \times M}E\}}{\{w_{1 \times M}E\} \{w_{1 \times M}E\}} \]  

(16)

According to the infectious spatial contact matrix, the GVE and OVE can be calculated.

Evaluation methods

According to the urban VE dynamic monitoring model established by the health code blockchain, the VE evaluation index system can be used to conduct quantitative and dynamic monitoring of the VE. The specific evaluation methods are divided into vertical evaluation and horizontal evaluation. Longitudinal evaluation can compare non-vaccinated and vaccinated people. In order to more accurately compare the differences between the two groups in the city, the propensity value matching analysis method can be used to find samples with similar population characteristics from non-vaccinators and vaccinators for comparison. Horizontally, statistical methods such as sequential analysis can be used to dynamically monitor and test whether the VE evaluation index reaches a certain standard or exceeds the warning level.

Find patient zero and asymptomatic patients

Using the urban spatial contact matrix considering protection status WH, patient zero and relevant asymptomatic
patients can be identified according to the first confirmed patient. The algorithm principle is as follows:

Assuming that urban $WH_t (ij)$ is known, $i \in [0, T]$, and $WH_T (ii) = 1$ (unprotected) or 0 (protected).

1. $tb = 0$: Set $tb$, $te$ to time backtracking start and end variables, respectively, and $d$ is usually selected for a length of infectious infection time $t$.
2. $h=tb$ to $te$.
3. $j=1$ to $N$.
4. Find all $WH_{T-j}$ $(ij) = 1$/Find all $j$, equal to 1 in the $WH_{T-j} (ij)$, namely $j$'s $j$./
5. $j \rightarrow J$/Enter information about $j$ including vaccination into the database $J$.
7. $i=|j|$/All $j$'s will be found as the $i$ for the next loop./
8. End $h$.
9. All persons in the data set $J$ are isolated and nucleic acid tested.
10. If no positive is found, then $tb = te + 1$ $te = te + d$ go to 2 until positive is found or $t=0$/If no positive is found, it indicates other ways such as COVID-19 transmission through input items./
11. If positive is found (the earliest positive (usually asymptomatic) may be patient zero), then find all unprotected contacts and their sequential unprotected contacts from the positive person traced back until the end of the $T$ moment.
12. These unprotected contacts are centrally isolated and nucleic acid tested for positive.
13. The unprotected contact is positive for nucleic acid monitoring before $T$ time, indicating asymptomatic; if positive after $T$ time, there are two situations: asymptomatic and symptomatic.

In $WH_t (ij)$, $i$ and $j$ adopt anonymous identifiers. After finding patient zero and asymptomatic patients, according to the pre-established personal identity dynamic anonymous identifier and use key database, the true identity is restored with the use key according to the authorisation.

The above algorithm can trace the city patient zero and asymptomatic patients, and analyse the differences between patient infection to vaccinated and unvaccinated persons, as well as the distribution, intergenerational differences and development trends of asymptomatic patients in early stage of the urban epidemic.

**Monitoring and statistical evaluation of the personal privacy information use**

Based on the classification of personal privacy information, the special supervision organisation shall track and monitor the use of personal privacy information by relevant institutions in the system in all time and space, count the amount of privacy information used, including normal use and illegal use (including disclosure), and evaluate the possible harm caused by illegal use (including disclosure) of privacy information.

**Privacy information classification**

According to the needs of epidemic prevention and control, the personal information ($pi$) in the system can be divided into three levels (0–2) from the perspective of the degree of personal interest connection. The first level is non-privacy information, and the $pi$ value is 0, including individual gender and age, protection status, vaccination and other information. The second level is low privacy information, with $pi$ value of 1, including personal action trajectory, telephone and other information. The third level is high private information, with $pi$ value of 2, including personal identity, residence, health and other information.

**Statistical evaluation indicators**

**Normal usage of privacy information**

$$NSPI = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} sign (p (ij)) NF (ij)}{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} sign (p (ij))} \right)$$

(17)

$i$ from 1 to $N$ represents the number of people, $j$ from 1 to $M$ represents the number of types of information and $NF (ij)$ represents the number of normal uses of type $j$ information of the $i$th individual.

**Illegal usage of privacy information**

$$ISPI = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} IF (ij)}{\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} IF (ij)} \right)$$

(18)

$IF (ij)$ represents the number of illegal uses of type $j$ information of the $i$th individual.

**Proportion of illegal use of privacy information**

$$ISPI = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} sign (p (ij)) IF (ij) / \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} sign (p (ij)) NF (ij) + IF (ij)$$

(19)

**Intensity of illegal use of privacy information**

$$ISPI = ISPI / (NSPI + ISPI)$$

(20)

**Application of statistical analysis**

Evaluate the VR and determine the optimal vaccination strategy

The VR is usually reflected by the proportion of the total population. We believe that the proportion of the vaccination population alone does not accurately reflect the effect of the vaccination. Let us analyse a typical vaccination case.

Referring to the practice of Wang and Zhao, a representative city is composed of three regions (ABC), in which A region consists of two subregions 1 and 2, B region consists of two subregions 3 and 4 and C region consists of two subregions 5 and 6. From the perspective of regional orientation and function in the city, the A area is equivalent to the far urban area (or suburbs) of the city, the subregion 1 is equivalent to the rural or small town, the subregion 2 is equivalent to the central town in it and the B and C areas are equivalent to the central urban area, among which B is more prominent than C in the centre of the city. The spatial contact matrix obtained from the health code blockchain is shown below, in which all the partitioned matrices with subscripts are not 0. If six subregions in the region are regarded as network nodes, it is not difficult to see that the node degree of subregion 3 is 4, the highest; second, the node degree of subregion
5 is 3, again subregions 2, 4 and 6 are 2, subregion 1 is 1 and the minimum.

It is further assumed that the same number of people per subregion is equal and the cumulative sum of all elements in each WH block matrix is equal. Suppose that a vaccination plan is now to be determined. Routine practices synchronise vaccination across all regions, assuming that a subregion is selected for vaccination in each region and then in the remaining subregion. There are eight programmes (see table 3). In terms of the proportion of the vaccination population, the eight programmes have the same VR, all equal to 60%, but the actual effect is different.

Programme 1 first selects three subregions (1, 3, 5) in the ABC regions for vaccination (table 3). In the six regions, from the perspective of mobility (or spatial contact), subregion 3 vaccination provides the best protection effect, which provides vaccination protection for the own population, and provides immune protection for the four subregions (2, 4, 5, 6). The protective effect of subregion 5 vaccination is the second best. It provides inoculation protection for its own population, and provides immune protection for the three subregions (3, 4, 6). The protective effect of subregion 1 vaccination is the worst, which can only provide immune protection for one subregion 2 while providing vaccination protection for its own population. The whole protection effect of the three subregions of 1, 3 and 5 vaccination covers 17 block (spatial contact) matrices, accounting for 85% of all 20 block matrices. This protection effect is the same as programme 5 and all are optimal in all eight programmes. Programme 4 has the worst protection effect, with only 65%.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
WH_{11} & WH_{12} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
WH_{21} & WH_{22} & WH_{23} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & WH_{32} & WH_{33} & WH_{43} & WH_{55} & WH_{56} \\
0 & 0 & WH_{35} & WH_{44} & WH_{55} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & WH_{53} & WH_{54} & WH_{55} & WH_{66} \\
0 & 0 & WH_{55} & 0 & WH_{66} & WH_{66}
\end{array}
\]

This shows that the same proportion of people vaccinated will not get the same effect. This is due to the uneven mobility of the population, which is closely associated with the spread of the virus, and the consequent uneven connections between people. A large number of facts prove that high mobility leads to a high spread of the virus. Personnel mobility can be considered from three aspects: one is the flow intensity (ie, the flow frequency), the second is the breadth of the flow range, the third is the flow contact width (ie, the number of contacts). Different mobility brings different effects of virus transmission. Therefore, the measurement of population VR should be divided into whether to consider population mobility, without considering population mobility as simple vaccination rate (SVR), considering population mobility as comprehensive vaccination rate (CVR), which means that indicators reflecting population mobility are weighted to calculate the effectiveness of vaccination, and those vaccinated are weighted.

The index will soon reflect population mobility as the weight to calculate the effectiveness of vaccination, and weighted the vaccinators. Here, the element of spatial contact matrix \( W(\cdot) \) is used as a representative indicator of personnel mobility, namely:

\[
CVR = \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} W(i,j) I(i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} W(i,j)} \right),
\]

where \( I(\cdot) \) is the indicator function of whether \( i \) is vaccinated, vaccinated equal to 1 and unvaccinated equal to 0.

The sequence of vaccination to the general population should be based on population mobility. Its optimal strategy is:

1. First, vaccinate the high-mobility group (high-mobility areas).
2. In the remaining groups (regions), select the group (region) that has no association with (1) group (region) but has the largest association with the remaining groups (regions) for vaccination. If the same exists, select the group (region) with more gaps. If still the same, the larger group (the middle region) is chosen.
3. And so on, until all groups (regions) are vaccinated.
If the above ABC regions adopt the overall subregion gradual vaccination method, the optimal vaccination order is 3-5-2-4-6-1 according to the optimal vaccination strategy principle.

Evaluate herd immunity
It is the most effective way to deal with the epidemic situation of COVID-19 at present by large-scale vaccination, achieving herd immunity and providing protection for vaccinated and unvaccinated persons. According to existing views, the basic reproduction number under herd immunity is equal to R0*(1-VR*VE), if protection status is not considered. The herd immunity means that the VR must meet the above formula less than 1. This analysis logic is mainly aimed at the situation of symptomatic infected person: when the infected person has symptoms, it means that the transmission path is cut-off, and the action time of herd immunity is from its incubation period with the infectious ability to the time of onset. Usually, asymptomatic is divided into two types: invisibility and incubation, of which invisibility accounts for a large proportion. This study mainly refers to invisibility. In the case of asymptomatic persons, the transmission path can be cut-off only when symptoms appear in the second generation of their infection: that is, asymptomatic persons can be infected from the incubation period when they have the ability to infect until the onset of symptoms in the second generation, and the whole second generation will also spread from the time they have the ability to infect until the onset of symptoms in the asymptomatic ones. Asymptomatic patients have altered the original epidemic transmission model (SEIR (Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Removed)). This means that for asymptomatic person, herd immunity protects against a wider range of infections and for a longer period of time, thus requiring a higher rate of vaccination. Below, the relevant urban simulation is given:

Assumption 1. The proportion of asymptomatic and symptomatic persons (including incubation-type asymptomatic patients who become symptomatic) is aw and 1-aw, respectively; and it is assumed that this proportion is fixed in different generations of virus transmission.

Assumption 2: The symptomatic and asymptomatic persons carry the same amount of poison, that is, the number of infections per unit time is the same.

Assumption 3: The symptomatic and asymptomatic persons have the same incubation period (ip) and are contagious on the last k days of the incubation period.

Assumption 4: Epidemic prevention and control is carried out in accordance with the traditional epidemiological investigation combined with local full nucleic acid testing and screening. That is:
1. For symptomatic patients, once the disease occurs, find their contacts through epidemiological investigation for isolation and nucleic acid detection to block the transmission.
2. For asymptomatic patients, once the second generation of symptomatic patients is found, the asymptomatic patients, other second-generation infected persons and their contacts shall be identified through epidemiologic investigation, combined with local nucleic acid testing and screening, and these persons shall be isolated and nucleic acid detection to block the transmission. Assumption 5: The vaccination rate of the whole population is VR. For symptomatic and asymptomatic persons, the VE (ie, SVE) in preventing infection is the same.

Thus:
For symptomatic person, the basic reproduction number under herd immunity is:
\[ R_e = R_0^s (1 - VR*VE) \] (22)
The R0 is equal to the commonly considered R0.
For asymptomatic people, the basic reproduction number under herd immunity is:
\[ R_e = R_0^a (1 - VR*VE) + aw(R_0^a (1 - VR*VE))^{aw} \] (23)
To sum up, the comprehensive basic reproduction number under herd immunity is:
\[ R = (1 - aw) R_e + awR_e^c = (1 - aw) R_0^s (1 - VR*VE) + aw(R_0^a (1 - VR*VE))^{aw} + R_0^a (1 - VR*VE) \] (24)

It is not difficult to see from the formula that the R is proportional to aw and ip, and is inversely proportional to VR, VE and k. From the simulation results (table 4), if not asymptomatic, the R rapidly decreases to 1.08 and 1.8 under herd immunity when the VR reaches 80% and R0 is 3 and 5, respectively. However, due to asymptomatic existence, the R is still high, even at the 80%, even when the asymptomatic population reaches a certain proportion (symptomatic R0=3, aw=0.65; symptomatic R0=5, aw=0.8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Simulation of the comprehensive basic reproduction number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R0=3, VR=0.8, VE=0.8, ip=7, k=2</td>
<td>aw=0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>1.6733, 1.9699, 2.2666, 2.5632, 2.8598, 3.1565, 3.4531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R0=5, VR=0.8, VE=0.8, ip=7, k=2</td>
<td>aw=0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>3.0480, 3.6720, 4.2960, 4.92, 5.544, 6.1680, 6.7920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ic, incubation period; VE, vaccine effectiveness; VR, vaccination rate.
aw=0.52), the R will exceed the original R0. When symptomatic R0=3, even with aw=0.2, the R decreases to nearly 1 until the VR reaches 95%. When aw=0.8, even when the entire population is vaccinated, namely VR=1, the R is 1.688, and is still significantly greater than 1. If the R is to be reduced to 1, the VE needs to be increased to 0.87.

From the simulation analysis, the R can more accurately reflect the effect of herd immunity than the traditional R0*(1-VR*VE) in the presence of asymptomatic cases. In the simulation analysis, in order to find asymptomatic patients in the city and block their transmission, it is necessary to introduce nucleic acid testing for all local people and screening with high cost and loss. If the monitoring, evaluation and application system in this paper is used, whether the first generation of symptoms appears (found), or the second generation of symptoms appears (found), we do not need to take local full nucleic acid testing and screening, just through the traceability of contact personnel can we quickly and easily find the asymptomatic and potential infected persons, so as to better play the role of herd immunity.

Monitor the VE on variant

In order to make the monitoring, evaluation and application system established in this paper, monitor the impact of variation on urban VE in real time, we at first need to expand the monitoring model, in the ‘If viral infection’ judgement diamond box along the ‘yes’ arrow to add a ‘whether variant virus infection’ judgement diamond box, and then through two ‘yes’ and ‘no’ path arrows to ‘Quarantine&Treatment (Red)’ box, and set special monitoring variables to reflect the holder infected with variant virus.

Assuming that the COVID-19 mutates at some time in the city, the monitoring, evaluation and application system can be used to track the transmission of the variant virus among the holders, so that information about all the infected persons can be collected in a comprehensive and timely manner, including their contact groups, the inoculation status of these groups and the infection status of these groups. The traditional epidemic investigation cannot fully and accurately trace contacts of infected persons, and some contacts of infectious persons have not been observed, that is to say, the loss of contacts is inevitable. Since there is a large number of asymptomatic people among both the infected persons and their contacts, the loss will be aggravated. Variant viruses often change the mode of transmission, and enhance the intensity and speed of transmission. This further aggravates the loss if the traditional investigation is continued for use. Below, we compare the differences between the monitoring, evaluation and application system and the traditional epidemic investigation in monitoring the impact of viral variants on urban VE.

The monitoring, evaluation and application system would collect the contacts of each person infected with the variant virus for classification statistics. First, the contacts are divided into whether they are infected or not, and then into whether they could be observed by the traditional epidemic investigation. The supermark of the variable is 1 to indicate that they are observed, and 0 to indicate that they could not be observed. The third subdivision is further divided according to the inoculation status, and the results are shown in Table 5. It is assumed that the protection status is not considered here. The contact personnel classification statistics of all infected persons are summarised to obtain the overall situation of the contacts.

FSVE represents the true SVE of completed vaccination against the variant virus (hereinafter referred to as true effectiveness), and FSVE1 represents the SVE of completed vaccination observed in the current epidemic investigation (hereinafter referred to as observed effectiveness).

\[
FSVE = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N}(tpy_i^1 + tpny_i^1 + tpfn_i^1) + \sum_{i=1}^{N}(tpm_i^1 + tpfn_i^1)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N}(tpm_i^1 + tpfn_i^1) + \sum_{i=1}^{N}(tpm_i^1 + tpfn_i^1) + \sum_{i=1}^{N}(tpm_i^1 + tpfn_i^1)}
\]

\[
FSVE^1 = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N}(tpy_i^0 + tpny_i^0 + tpfn_i^0) + \sum_{i=1}^{N}(tpm_i^0 + tpfn_i^0)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N}(tpm_i^0 + tpfn_i^0) + \sum_{i=1}^{N}(tpm_i^0 + tpfn_i^0) + \sum_{i=1}^{N}(tpm_i^0 + tpfn_i^0)}
\]

N represents the number of infected persons. It is not excluded that there is overlap between the contacts of each infected person, and the amount of overlap should be eliminated when summarised.

Whether the observed effectiveness is consistent with the true effectiveness depends on whether the structure of the unvaccinated group and the completed group of the infected person’s contacts is the same between the observed and the unobserved. Let us discuss some typical cases.

1. The structure is identical.

\[
tpm_i^1 = k \times tpm_i^1; tpm_i^0 = k \times tpm_i^1; tpf_i^1 = k \times tpf_i^1; tpf_i^0 = k \times tpf_i^1; k > 0
\]

Table 5 Classification statistics of contacts of variant virus infected person i

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Whether infected</th>
<th>Whether observed by epidemic investigation</th>
<th>Contact number (tp)</th>
<th>Number of unvaccinated (tpn)</th>
<th>Number of vaccinated (tpm)</th>
<th>Number of completed vaccination (tpf)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>tpy^1</td>
<td>tpy^1</td>
<td>tpy^1</td>
<td>tpy^1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>tpy^0</td>
<td>tpy^0</td>
<td>tpy^0</td>
<td>tpy^0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>tpn^1</td>
<td>tpm^1</td>
<td>tpn^1</td>
<td>tpf^1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>tpn^0</td>
<td>tpm^0</td>
<td>tpm^0</td>
<td>tpf^0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is $FSVE = FSVE^1$.

2. The unvaccinated contacts and the completed vaccinated contacts of each infected person have the same internal structure and different structure from each other.

$$tpnm^0_i = k_1 + tpnm^i_1; tpnm^1_i = k_1 + tpnm^i_1; tpfy^0_i = k_2 + tpfy^i_1; tpfy^1_i = k_2 + tpfy^i_1;$$

$$k_1 > 0, k_2 > 0, k_1 \neq k_2.$$  

There is still $FSVE = FSVE^1$.

3. The unvaccinated contacts and the completed contacts of all infected persons have the same internal structure and a different structure from each other.

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N} tpnm^0_i = k_1 \times \sum_{i=1}^{N} tpnm^i_1; \sum_{i=1}^{N} tpnm^1_i = k_1 \times \sum_{i=1}^{N} tpnm^i_1;$$

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N} tpfy^0_i = k_2 \times \sum_{i=1}^{N} tpfy^i_1; \sum_{i=1}^{N} tpfy^1_i = k_2 \times \sum_{i=1}^{N} tpfy^i_1;$$

$$k_1 > 0, k_2 > 0, k_1 \neq k_2.$$  

There is still $FSVE = FSVE^1$.

4. The internal structure of unvaccinated contact groups and vaccinated contact groups of all infected persons is not balanced.

Let us look at the case where high population proportions are not observed.

Specific analysis of four cases:

Case 1: The number of unvaccinated persons is large and the variant virus is not highly contagious, and the unobserved proportion of unvaccinated people who are not infected is higher.

Assume the unvaccinated rate of 0.8, the ongoing VR of 0.1, and an average infection rate of 2% for the variant virus. The effect of observed effectiveness is simulated by showing that the proportion of unobserved persons ($tpnm^0$) in the unvaccinated population who are not infected is higher in two situations of true effectiveness of 90% and 80%, respectively (table 6). We find that the higher the proportion of unvaccinated infected people who are not observed, the greater the overestimate of observed effectiveness and the greater the gap from true effectiveness. For example, if a vaccine is more than 90% effectiveness against the premutant virus, but only 80% effectiveness against the mutant virus, and because 80% of the unvaccinated people who are not infected are not observed, the observed effectiveness of the vaccine is 91.76%, it will lead to the wrong judgement that the VE against the variant virus is not decreased.

Case 2: The number of unvaccinated persons is large and the variant virus is highly contagious, and the proportion of unvaccinated people who are infected is high.

Assume the unvaccinated rate of 0.8, the ongoing VR of 0.1, and an average infection rate of 5% for the variant virus. The effect of observed effectiveness is simulated by showing that the proportion of unobserved persons ($tpnm^0$) in the unvaccinated population who are infected is higher in two situations of true effectiveness of 90% and 80%, respectively (table 7). We find that the higher the proportion of unvaccinated infected people who are not observed, the lower the estimate of observed effectiveness; and the lower the true effectiveness, the larger the gap between observed effectiveness and true effectiveness.

Case 3: The number of vaccinated persons is large and the variant virus is not highly contagious, and the unobserved proportion of completed vaccination people who are not infected is higher.

Assume the unvaccinated rate of 0.2, the ongoing VR of 0.1, and an average infection rate of 2% for the variant virus. The effect of observed effectiveness is simulated by showing that the proportion of unobserved persons ($tpnm^0$) in the vaccinated population who are not infected is higher in two situations of true effectiveness of 90% and 80%, respectively (table 8).

Case 4: The number of vaccinated persons is large and the variant virus is highly contagious, and the unobserved proportion of completed vaccination people who are infected is higher.

Assume the unvaccinated rate of 0.2, the ongoing VR of 0.2, and an average infection rate of 5% for the variant virus. The effect of observed effectiveness is simulated by showing that the proportion of unobserved persons ($tpnm^0$) in the vaccinated population who are infected is higher in two situations of true effectiveness of 90% and 80%, respectively (table 8).  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6</th>
<th>Simulation of case 1 with true effectiveness of 90% and 80%, respectively</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$tpnm^0$ (%)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSVE</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSVE^1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$tpnm^1$ (%)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSVE</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSVE^1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is assumed that the proportion of the unobserved and observed people in the infected unvaccinated, the infected with complete vaccination and the uninfected with complete vaccination is the same.
true effectiveness of 90% and 80%, respectively (table 9). The infected persons who have completed the vaccination are not observed, and may be asymptomatic or symptomatic. For symptomatic patients, there is no report or discovery, which may be subjective concealment or objective mistake believing other diseases such as cold. We find that the higher the unobserved proportion of infected completed vaccinators, the greater the overestimate of observed effectiveness and the greater the gap from true effectiveness. For example, if a vaccine is more than 90% effectiveness against the premutant virus, but only 80% effectiveness against the variant virus, and because 80% of the infected people with complete vaccination are not observed, the observed effectiveness of the vaccine is 91.95%; similar to case 1, it will lead to the wrong judgement that the VE against the variant virus is not decreased.

In brief, regardless of the relatively high unobserved proportion of the above four cases, it will directly lead to the obvious deviation of the observed effectiveness from the real effectiveness. For cases 2 and 3, the lower the true effectiveness, the greater the deviation. For cases 1 and 4, the higher the true effectiveness, the greater the deviation, and both produce wrong judgements that the VE against the variant virus is not decreased.

Patient and public involvement
This study did not involve specific patients and the public.

### RESULTS

**System analyses**

This study uses the health code blockchain platform, and combines with the listed VE dynamic monitoring model, the VE evaluation index system and the monitoring and evaluation system of personal privacy information use to build the urban COVID-19 VE monitoring, evaluation and application system. The system organically combines centralised management with decentralised technology by using blockchain technology, combines the tracking of individual vaccine action information with his or her action trajectory information and implements the principles of ‘privacy information available but invisible’ and ‘tolerating the lack of information’, which dynamically monitor and accurately evaluate the effectiveness of the vaccines in all aspects, all processes and all time and space, comprehensively and truly trace the action trajectory of the vaccines and maximise the privacy of individuals, without locking down the relevant area or the city. Its remarkable characteristics are as follows. First, build a complete vaccination-related information management system with relative division of labour and mutual restriction through the hierarchical decentralisation of roles. Second, ensure complete traceability of the construction and use of vaccination-related information by building two types of blockchains (the record blockchains and the use blockchains). Third, use smart contracts to carry out information management, use and scene application of holder VE, to ensure that the use of holder information is implemented in accordance with the predetermined way and content norms. The system can find the city patient zero and asymptomatic patients, and analyse the differences between patient infection to vaccinated and unvaccinated persons.

**Simulation analyses**

According to this system, combined with simulation and other methods, it is found that: (1) The measurement of VRs should be combined with urban population mobility; the same proportion of the vaccination population has different vaccination results under the mobility of different populations. The weighted CVRs, which are calculated by taking indicators of population mobility: the same proportion of the vaccination and maximise the privacy of individuals, without locking down the relevant area or the city. Its remarkable characteristics are as follows. First, build a complete vaccination-related information management system with relative division of labour and mutual restriction through the hierarchical decentralisation of roles. Second, ensure complete traceability of the construction and use of vaccination-related information by building two types of blockchains (the record blockchains and the use blockchains). Third, use smart contracts to carry out information management, use and scene application of holder VE, to ensure that the use of holder information is implemented in accordance with the predetermined way and content norms. The system can find the city patient zero and asymptomatic patients, and analyse the differences between patient infection to vaccinated and unvaccinated persons.

**Simulation analyses**

According to this system, combined with simulation and other methods, it is found that: (1) The measurement of VRs should be combined with urban population mobility; the same proportion of the vaccination population has different vaccination results under the mobility of different populations. The weighted CVRs, which are calculated by taking indicators of population mobility: the same proportion of the vaccination and maximise the privacy of individuals, without locking down the relevant area or the city. Its remarkable characteristics are as follows. First, build a complete vaccination-related information management system with relative division of labour and mutual restriction through the hierarchical decentralisation of roles. Second, ensure complete traceability of the construction and use of vaccination-related information by building two types of blockchains (the record blockchains and the use blockchains). Third, use smart contracts to carry out information management, use and scene application of holder VE, to ensure that the use of holder information is implemented in accordance with the predetermined way and content norms. The system can find the city patient zero and asymptomatic patients, and analyse the differences between patient infection to vaccinated and unvaccinated persons.

### Table 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tpfn (%)</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>0.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FSVE</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSVE⁰</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8751</td>
<td>0.8336</td>
<td>0.7507</td>
<td>0.5040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is assumed that the proportion of the unobserved and observed people in the uninfected unvaccinated, the infected unvaccinated and the infected with complete vaccination is the same.

### Table 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tpfn (%)</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>0.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FSVE</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSVE⁰</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7502</td>
<td>0.6676</td>
<td>0.5030</td>
<td>0.0157</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is assumed that the proportion of the unobserved and observed people in the uninfected unvaccinated, the infected unvaccinated and the infected with complete vaccination is the same.
be significantly greater than 1. To reduce the R to below 1, further improving the effectiveness of the vaccines is needed. If VE is difficult to improve, measures such as enhanced protection should be taken to reduce R. (3) Compared with the traditional epidemiological investigation, the monitoring, evaluation and application system in this study as an active dynamic tracking mode can more accurately grasp the impact of the variant virus on urban VE. Unlike the monitoring, evaluation and application system, which can fully grasp the contacts of infected persons, the traditional epidemiological investigation can produce the situation that the contacts are not observed, and lead to the deviation between the observed effectiveness and the true effectiveness. Virus variation aggravates the unobserved situation, and then increases the deviation. The higher the proportion of unobserved personnel, the greater the deviation. When a large number of people are vaccinated, the variant virus is highly contagious, and the unobserved proportion of completed vaccination people who are infected is higher, the wrong judgement that the VE against the mutation virus is not decreased would occur.

DISCUSSION

Based on the above analysis, it is not difficult to summarise the differences between the health code blockchain method established in this paper and the traditional epidemiological investigation method in the monitoring and evaluation of the effectiveness of listed vaccines (table 10). Obviously, this VE monitoring, evaluation and application system needs to be supported by strong financial resources, complete information system, sufficient nucleic acid testing conditions, strong organisation and public understanding. The effectiveness of the vaccines is related to both the vaccination factors and the development of the epidemic. Therefore, the use of this system should adapt to the stage and environment of the development of the city epidemic, and consider many of the above supporting factors of the system, especially cost. This requires comprehensive consideration from the aspects of monitoring cost (MC) and monitoring fine granularity (MFG) (including monitoring range (MS), monitoring depth (MD) and monitoring frequency (MF)). MC is proportional to MFG:

\[ MC \sim MFG = MSMDMF \]  

(27)

For urban in the outbreak period, in view of the characteristics of fast spread and wide coverage of epidemic, the monitoring should adopt the way of full round, full depth and high frequency, whose purpose is to enhance the fine granularity of monitoring, so as to accurately quantify the effectiveness of the vaccines. For urban in the stable control period, there are usually two different situations: one is the sudden sporadic and wide distribution situation, monitoring can adopt full-round, low-depth and low-frequency mode; the other one is the local large-area outbreak but no diffusion, monitoring can use the full-round, full-depth and high-frequency methods in burst areas, and all-round, low-depth and low-frequency methods in non-burst areas.

The use of some existing monitoring means and tools, such as the collection of mobile phone Global Positioning System signals, credit card transaction data and monitoring lens records of confirmed patients in South Korea, is helpful to improve the implementation efficiency of the system and reduce the MC.

Policy implications

Infectious diseases are considered by many experts as the number one threat to human beings in the 21st century. The COVID-19 pandemic seems to confirm this view. As a powerful weapon for tackling infectious diseases, the development and use of vaccines must adapt to the development trends and new characteristics of infectious diseases. Traditionally, vaccine development and listing are relatively independent and have long time cycles for both. But the COVID-19 outbreak presents the new characteristics of fast outbreak, fast spread, fast variation, more asymptomatic, easy to repeat, unpredictable, and therefore forces vaccine development and use to change the traditional ‘slow pace’ mode, take ‘treat fast with fast’ and ‘using space to win time’, combine the development and listing, focus on listing as soon as possible for vaccine development and speed up development in the public use. Therefore, it is particularly important to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of ‘emergency’ listed vaccines. It can be predicted that infectious diseases will be more powerful and more deadly than COVID-19 in the future. For the future, it is more strategic and valuable to establish a normalised all-aspect, all-process and all-time and space monitoring and evaluation system for effectiveness of listed vaccines.

This study shows that an urban listed VE monitoring, evaluation and application system can be established by using the health code blockchain technology. This system can be used to comprehensively monitor and prevent the development of urban epidemic. This system can enable more accurate monitoring and evaluation of the effectiveness of listed vaccines, meet people’s personalised needs for vaccination and promote vaccine improvement. The system could serve as a universal template for cities around the world. If this system can be promoted globally, it will promote countries to strengthen unity and cooperation and enhance the global ability to respond to COVID-19.

The establishment of the system is an extremely arduous task for the urban and faces many challenges: it depends on the development of blockchain technology and large capital investment, more depends on whether the urban managers and medical staff agree on the concept, as well as the coordination of many relevant departments and units in the urban, and depends on the understanding, support and cooperation of the general public. But faced with the deadly threat brought by epidemics such as COVID-19, the urban government must take the lead in this regard.
Table 10  Comparison between traditional methods of epidemic investigation and health code blockchain method in monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of listed vaccines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compare content</th>
<th>Traditional methods</th>
<th>Health code blockchain methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investigation mode.</td>
<td>Small data.</td>
<td>Big data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation system.</td>
<td>Mainly involving public health, medical and related research institutions.</td>
<td>Led by government and participated by relevant institutions of the whole society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation method.</td>
<td>Traditional methods (including sampling survey, telephone survey, etc).</td>
<td>Both traditional methods and modern methods (including big data methods and blockchain methods).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship between epidemic prevention and control and VE monitoring and evaluation.</td>
<td>Relatively independent.</td>
<td>Merge into one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods and effects of tracing the transmission path and source of the virus.</td>
<td>Ex post facto, difficult to fully trace.</td>
<td>Focus on ex ante and in-process tracing, can be fully traced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope of the respondents and the number of omissions.</td>
<td>Incomplete, there may be many omissions in the statistics of confirmed patients and their contacts.</td>
<td>Almost complete, there are few omissions in the statistics of confirmed patients and their contacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements for the degree of cooperation of the respondents.</td>
<td>General.</td>
<td>High.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity and quality requirements for investigators.</td>
<td>The quantity is relatively small and the quality is relatively low.</td>
<td>The quantity is relatively large and the quality is relatively high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The investigator knows the privacy of the respondent.</td>
<td>Relatively more comprehensive.</td>
<td>According to the emergency degree of the antiepidemic state, conditional know.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do respondents know how their privacy information is being used?</td>
<td>Unknown.</td>
<td>Known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether there is illegal use and disclosure of the respondent’s privacy.</td>
<td>Yes, more likely.</td>
<td>Yes, less likely.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements for cooperation with all aspects of society.</td>
<td>Not high.</td>
<td>High.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of VE monitoring and evaluation.</td>
<td>Limited to specific groups controlled by public health and medical institutions, there may be errors.</td>
<td>For all the people, more accurate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time delay of VE monitoring and evaluation.</td>
<td>Obvious lag.</td>
<td>Basic synchronisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact of virus variation on VE monitoring and evaluation.</td>
<td>Not easy to control, the observed results may deviate from the actual results.</td>
<td>Ability to control, the observed results are in agreement with the actual results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact of asymptomatic infection on VE monitoring and evaluation.</td>
<td>Not easy to control, the observed results may deviate from the actual results.</td>
<td>Ability to control, the observed results are in agreement with the actual results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements for remedial action.</td>
<td>May occur frequently, with high remedial requirements and longer periods.</td>
<td>Less likely to occur.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VE, vaccine effectiveness.

CONCLUSIONS

Compared with traditional epidemiological investigation, this system established in this study can meet the challenges of accelerating virus variation and a large number of asymptomatic people, dynamically monitor and accurately evaluate the effectiveness of listed vaccines and maximise personal privacy without locking down the relevant area or city. This system could serve as a universal template for monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of COVID-19 listed vaccines in cities around the world.
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High viral load, rapid progression of asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection underlines the need for regular testing and improved contact tracing.